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Best Practices for a Mortgage in 2016
Interest rates on mortgages have been at record lows for a
number of years and have hovered around 4% throughout 2015.
Rates are expected to reach 4.5% by the end of 2016, according
to the National Association of Realtors.
Also, the Federal Reserve could possibly increase the federal
funds rate again, after announcing its initial rate hike at its
December 2015 policy-setting meeting. This will have an effect
on the housing market.
Even with the economic forecast indicating that rates will
continue to rise, they're still near record lows. There’s no need go
into panic mode, but if you follow these tips as you shop for your
new home in 2016, you should have a pain-free mortgage
experience!
Improve your credit
Your credit profile is
important to a lender.
While you're preparing to
buy a home, be sure
you're responsibly
managing your current
debt. Always pay your bills
on time and chip away at
your outstanding balances
by paying more than the
minimum. In most cases,
lenders like to see a
borrower with a debt-toincome ratio of 40% or less.

Build up your savings account
It's unwise to drain your savings to fund your down payment or
closing costs and leave nothing in the account to cover
emergencies. Most experts will tell you to not to let your savings
fall below 3 to 6 months worth of living expenses. Following this
rule will generally prevent you from pulling out those credit cards
and falling deeper into debt.
Can't find that dream home? Build it!
If you are struggling to find that perfect home, you may be
better off to build it. Some benefits are a one-time closing
with no points and a fixed rate set at the time of application,
up to a 12 month construction period and interest-only
payments during construction. Talk to our Mortgage Team
today about our Construction Mortgage Program. Visit
https://www.communitybank.tv/loan-accounts.htm#HM
to get started today!

Save for a down payment
Although a 20% down payment on a mortgage is ideal, it's not
mandatory. However, if you're interested in building sizable
equity right away, stash a hefty amount of cash to take to the
closing table.
Seek pre-approval
Before you rush into house-hunting mode, get a mortgage
pre-approval. This process can give you a quick answer
to the amount you can afford to borrow. Visit
https://communitybank.mortgagewebcenter.com/
for current rates and to apply online.
Remember to budget
Your monthly mortgage payment won't be the only expense
you have as a homeowner. There's also homeowners insurance,
property taxes, maintenance costs and, more than likely,
homeowners association fees, which is why it's necessary to
stick to a budget.
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Introducing an exciting new service at
Community Bank!

Community Bank –
Top 200 in the Nation

Community Bank Concierge Service

For the fourth year in a row, Community
Bank has the distinct honor of being part
of American Banker’s Top 200 community
banks in the nation. The American
Banker’s Top 200 designation is based on
a bank’s three-year average return on
equity – how it reinvests shareholders’
capital, as well as return on average
assets – how it reinvests the money of

We know how painful it can be for business customers to change banks! But we also
know that many local businesses are currently facing that challenge due to higher fees
and diminishing customer service at the "big banks". Community Bank is working hard
to gain new customers and as a result has developed a unique service to assist
customers in making the change. We are pleased to introduce the Community Bank
Concierge program!
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COMMUNITY BANKS

Our highly-trained team of concierges will be able to accommodate any customer’s
transfer to Community Bank with the most efficient and professional service in the
market.

depositors. Other metrics include net
interest margin and net income, as well as
loan growth, which often separates top
performers from their competitors.

Our tag line, “The Better Business Bank” clearly reflects our approach. We
have developed a suite of services that makes us a competitive alternative
to any bank in the market. We have employees who put customer service
first and now, we have a service that will allow customers to make the
switch with little to no effort!

Profitability is under a lot of pressure for
small institutions — expenses are up and
yields on loans are down. But some are
handling that pressure better than
others, as the annual ranking
of publicly traded banks
and thrifts with less than
$2 billion of assets shows.

Our Concierge Team will manage the transfer process from A to Z...from
the opening of accounts to the switch of the last automated debit
and everything in between! Our Concierge Team will even come to
you and facilitate the switch right from your office!
Kelly Fisher, head of the Bank's Concierge Team, is leading the
charge. "We can't wait for news of our newest program to hit the
market", says Kelly. " We are excited to show local
businesses what it means to do business with Community
Bank. Our solutions-based team will take the pain out of
switching banks!"
To find out more about this exciting new
program, contact:
Kelly Fisher
325 Southpointe Boulevard, Canonsburg, PA 15317
(724) 743-0700 Office • (724) 984-6174 Mobile
kfisher@communitybank.tv

The overall group of 684
institutions that fit the
criteria for the
ranking had
median noninterest
expense growth of
4.25% last year. For those
that earned a spot in the
top 200, expenses grew
at an even faster pace
of 5.85%.
But several factors — including loan
growth and core deposit growth —
helped offset the higher expenses for both
the standouts and the larger peer group,
which is allowing profitability to remain
stable for now, according to an analysis
by Capital Performance Group.
Community Bank was 162nd on the
American Banker’s Top 200, with total
assets of $830.7 million, a three-year return
on average equity of 9.30 percent and
net interest margin of 3.82 percent.
* Excerpts taken from American Banker.

The Future of Marcellus/Utica Answered
Community Bank teamed up with the Tri-County Oil & Gas Expo and
The Marcellus Shale Coalition to present two seminars titled, “The
Future of the Marcellus and the Utica”. The events were held on
April 19th and 21st at the South Franklin Township Fire Hall and The
Armory located at Evergreen Technology Park.
The speakers, Dave Spigelmyer, president of Marcellus Shale
Coalition (MSC), and Nathan Snyder, a certified financial analyst
with Snow Capital Opportunity Fund and its Large Cap Value
Portfolio, were close in their assessments of when the
region’s industry could see a reversal from the steep
downturn in production that began in early 2015. The
two presenters predicted normal natural gas
production in the Marcellus and Utica shales will return
in about 18 months. The event also featured Bob
Bishop, Executive Vice President with the Bishop Group
of Janney Montgomery Scott and affiliated with
Community Bank Wealth Management. Bob’s
presentation was focused on preservation and transition of
the wealth landowners may have accumulated. He mentioned
that the transition could include a philanthropic strategy to local
organizations such as United Way, community and hospital
foundations, which were on hand for both evenings. The
bulk of the audiences consisted of area landowners,
many of whom have leases with oil and gas companies.
Spigelmyer witnessed the shrinkage of activity firsthand.
He noted membership in MSC fell from around 300 to
220 since drillers began announcing production cuts in
early 2015. Spigelmyer said Pennsylvania was always a
big producer of natural gas through shallow-well drilling,
but since the ramp-up of drilling in the much deeper
Marcellus strata with hydraulic fracturing that began
around 2008, Pennsylvania is now the second largest
producer of natural gas behind Texas.
He further explained gas is bringing about $2 per thousand
cubic feet (Mcf) on the New York Mercantile Exchange,
but only about 92 cents per Mcf for Pennsylvania
producers because of inadequate infrastructure that
makes it more difficult to deliver the product to market,
which was the biggest factor that led drillers to pull
about $12 billion in capital investments in the region last
year. As a result, the rig count has plummeted from 111
to 17 units in the past 18 months.

Spigelmyer gave
several reasons
for the growing
uses of natural gas
in numerous
markets. One of
those is natural gas
fired power plants.
He noted

construction has begun
on a $780 million gas and steamfired plant in South Huntington Township, Westmoreland
County. According to reports, the plant will generate
up to 925 megawatts of electricity, enough to serve
925,000 homes along the East Coast.

Spigelmyer noted the biggest advancement will come
with the “ethane factor,” a reference to one of the gases
derived from the region’s prodigious amounts of wet or
liquid gas.” While stating he had “no inside knowledge” of
whether Shell will build its proposed ethane cracker plant, such a
project would enable the creation of everything plastic in the
region, given ethane’s role as a building block for the
material.
When asked to offer an estimate for when natural gas
might see a return to regular production, Spigelmyer
said natural gas prices would have to be priced
between $3 and $4 mcf. He said he expected that to
occur in about 18 months, which would be concurrent
with the completion of a number of pipeline projects
across the region.
His estimate was supported by Snyder, who said he believed
gas production could reignite with a price of $4. He added that
some drillers will weather the current downturn because of their
strong financial standing while others could face
bankruptcy unless prices turn around to the point where
they can make money by drilling.
Snyder, like Spigelmyer, said he is bullish on a cracker
plant being built in the region to take advantage of
the abundant amounts of ethane being produced.
He acknowledged one or more plants operating here
have the potential of ushering in “another industrial
revolution, but it’s going to take a long time.”

* Excerpts taken from
Observer-Reporter “Marcellus
Shale Boom Could Return”
written by Michael Bradwell

McCune Receives
Good Neighbor Award
Range Resources
recognized a
handful of
Washington County
community leaders
and volunteers at
their Inaugural
“Good Neighbor”
event on April 28,
2016. Barron P. “Pat”
McCune, Jr.,
President and CEO of
Community Bank,
received the award
as Individual Community Member.
Over the years, Pat has held many leadership
roles with local nonprofits and economic
development organizations. “When I
watched what happened to our area after
the collapse of the steel industry, it was
important to me to do what I could to help it
come back. So when the Marcellus first came
on my radar, I was very interested.” That
interest would lead to the formation of the Tri
County Oil & Gas Expo group, a non-profit that
held many trade shows, educational events,
and job fairs to try to allow Southwestern
Pennsylvania to capitalize on the Marcellus
shale gas boom. Pat also formed the
Washington County Energy Partners, a
coordinated effort of many organizations to
establish Washington County as the “Energy
Capital of the East”.
Range Resources Director of Corporate
Communications and Public Affairs Matt
Pitzarella remembers watching Pat in action.
“Pat’s an inspiration in the business community
and in my opinion is the ultimate example of a
good neighbor. His civic involvement touches
virtually all aspects of the county. I grew up
here and for as long as I can remember,
Community Bank was involved in the
community. From day one, Pat McCune was
engaged in the development of the Marcellus
Shale. When all of this first started, he rolled up
his sleeves and just really got people to the
table. Landowners, small businesses and
nonprofits have benefitted immensely
because of Pat’s involvement. He’s humble,
he’s inspiring, a great family man and he loves
this region.”
Range Resources is the largest producer of
Marcellus gas in Southwestern Pennsylvania
and maintains its regional headquarters in
Southpointe. Range organized its first Good
Neighbor Awards to recognize and thank
people for their dedication to the local
community. At the event, Range also
recognized Merilee Domanick, Laurel
Aggregates, From Alex With Love Foundation,
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation of Western
Pennsylvania and Greater Washington County
Food Bank.

We’re Not In Kansas Anymore
Back in the old days, when I started my
first job with Liberty Mutual, we had a
telephone, the U.S. Postal Service and a
little later, a thing called a fax machine
with continuous rolled paper output. A
typing pool typed our letters and sent
them out in the mail. The recipients were
happy to wait three days for your
response!
The major risk management concerns for
a business back then were slips and falls, a
hold-up or employee theft. Risk exposures
were thought about on a local basis, and
adequately addressed in a standard
Business Owners’ policy.
Brave New World
With the internet, email, cheap electronic
storage and cloud based applications,
we have constructed a different and
parallel world. So now, we are not only
dealing with the crooks down the street,
we have international cyber terrorists with
the ability to access and sell our
information in an active internet
marketplace. The old solutions fall short of
providing adequate coverage in our new
cyber universe.
You hear of new cyber hacks and attacks
on weekly basis and the statistics are
astonishing:
• Hackers were the most frequent cause
of loss (31%), followed by Malware/Virus
(14%). Staff Mistakes and Rogue
Employees tied for third (11%).
• Healthcare was the sector most
frequently breached (21%), followed
closely by Financial Services (17%).
• The largest breaches occurred in the
Retail sector, followed by Healthcare.
• Very small organizations experienced
the most incidents (29%), followed
closely by small organizations (25%).
Extremely large breaches occurred in
Nano, Small and Large organizations.
• Third parties accounted for 25% of the
claims submitted.
• There was insider involvement in 32% of
the claims submitted.
• Claims range from $0 to $15 million,
typical claims, however, ranged from
$30,000 to $263,000.
• The average claim for a large company
was $4.8 million, while the average claim
in the Healthcare sector was $1.3 million.
• The median cost for legal defense was
$73,600. The average cost for legal
defense was $434,354.

Questions to consider:
Does my general liability insurance cover
cyber liability risks and exposures?
Most do not provide any coverage for
these exposures. While some business
policies include limited cyber liability
coverage. It is usually insufficient to
provide adequate/comprehensive
protection.
What types of businesses need Cyber
Liability?
Any business which operates a website,
conducts transactions online, or stores
personally identifiable information of its
customers, clients and employees, such as
birth dates, Social Security Numbers, credit
card numbers and bank account
information.
Is my business liable if there is a security
breach of our network?
Yes, your business has a legal obligation to
protect the confidential and personal
information of your customers, clients and
employees, which is stored on your
network. Even if you hire a third party to
provide protection and security, you
remain liable.
Are computer viruses covered by Cyber
Liability?
Yes, It can provide coverage for business
interruption if your computer system goes
down due to a virus, and defense
coverage if you accidentally transmit a
virus to a third party. Remember, every
policy is different.
Is accepting online payment by credit
card a cyber liability threat?
Yes, Storing credit card information on
your computer network creates exposure,
as it is subject to being either lost or stolen.
Your current insurance policy probably
does not cover your cyber liability unless it
is specifically endorsed. The good news is
that there is now a competitive market for
Cyber Liability, and you can purchase a
wide variety of policies from many
insurance carriers. In the near future,
Cyber Coverage will become more
important than Liability Coverage.
Please have a discussion about adding
this coverage with your Exchange
Underwriter agent today, because
“We’re Not In Kansas Anymore”.

*Source – NetDiligence 2015 Cyber Claims Study

Exchange Underwriters is a local full-service independent insurance agency located in Canonsburg since 1952. We have
contacts with over 50 insurance carriers and can “Shop the Market” for you to find the best coverage and price.
Insurance is exclusively offered by Exchange Underwriters, Inc. Insurance products sold at Community Bank are not insured by the FDIC or any other bank
insurance, are not deposits or obligations of the bank, are not guaranteed by the bank and may be subject to risk, including the loss of principal.

Focus on Fayette County

Community Bank, formerly First Federal Savings Bank, has a long history in Fayette County.
First Federal first opened its retail branch at 545 West Main Street in Uniontown back in 1975.
Community Bank also serves Fayette County through its branch at 101 Independence Street
in Perryopolis, also a former First Federal location.
One important reason for the recent merger of Community Bank and First Federal was their
common interest in serving Fayette County. Now that the dust has settled after the merger,
Community Bank has committed to increasing its presence in Fayette County.
The Bank’s Fayette County presence has long been led by Hank Dunham. Hank recently
announced his retirement, but he hasn’t actually retired yet. He continues to work part-time
to help transition his successor, Kristen Hunt. Kristen was born and raised in Fayette County
and started working at Community Bank in January 2016. Previously, Kristen served
commercial customers throughout the Pittsburgh area with Citizen’s Bank. However, she
wanted to commit her professional effort to a smaller, more local bank, but that was still
devoted to outstanding personal service. Kristen, together with a skilled team of Community
Bankers, plans to show the customers in the Fayette/Uniontown market, what it means to do
business with Community Bank. The other members of the Community Bank team include
Hank Dunham, Ben Seibert (commercial lending support), Kelly Fisher (Retail Business
Development), Marian Garstecki (dedicated mortgage originator) and Jeff Bixler (Director
of Cash Management).
Poised for growth, Community Bank has just opened the “Uniontown Business Center”,
located at 110 Daniel Drive Suite 90 (near Cardello Lighting). The Uniontown team will
occupy this Business Center for a few years until Community Bank can establish a more
permanent headquarters for its Fayette County effort. The Bank’s Uniontown and Perryopolis
offices remain intact and are led by Jennifer Smalley and Lorri Clem, respectively.
Community Bank is committed to help the local business community succeed. The Bank,
together with the University of Pittsburgh’s Institute for Entrepreneurial Excellence just
presented a seminar on business succession planning at Uniontown’s Hilton Garden Inn
entitled “Growth & Exit Planning”. Watch for more events later this year!
With a new team leader and new offices, Community Bank looks forward to serving
Uniontown and all of Fayette County with its outstanding personal service and commitment
to the local business community.

www.communitybank.tv/
business-alliance-center.htm
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Community Bank
Starts 2016 With
Strong Quarter
Community Bank
had a good first
quarter. The
Bank was able
to post a return
on its equity of
9.36%. When
expressed as a
return on its
assets, Community
Bank reached a
Pat McCune
return of 0.98%.
President & CEO
Both metrics
show strong performance. This is all the
more notable because the Bank made a
number of extra provisions to its loan loss
reserve in the first quarter. While these
provisions sacrifice net income, they will
position the Bank to continue to do well in
the future, even with some local softening
due to the Marcellus slow down. Pat
McCune, President & CEO, said that
“Community Bank is strong. Despite
industry and local headwinds, the Bank
continues to do well. In our unending
effort to improve customer service, we are
rolling out several enhancements to our
commercial deposit services. This should
allow the Bank to maintain its leadership
position in the local business community.”
Like last year, Community Bank was
recently recognized by American Banker
Magazine as being among the “Top 200
Community Banks” nationwide. American
Banker each year ranks all publicly traded
banks under $2 Billion in assets by
comparing a three year average of
“Return on Equity”. This year, Community
Bank ranked 162nd out of the 684 eligible
banks. Last year, Community Bank ranked
166th, so we are making progress.
Community Bank will celebrate its 115th
anniversary at its annual shareholders’
meeting to be held on May 18th in
Waynesburg. At its shareholders’ meeting,
the Bank will ask its shareholders to elect
four incumbent directors, Rich Boyer,
Randy Guthrie, Joe Headlee, and Pat
O’Brien. Following the shareholders’
meeting, the Bank will hold its annual
reorganizational meeting, preparing our
corporate governance structure for
another busy year.

COMMUNITY BANK WEALTH MANAGEMENT

Intro to Bonds
Investing in Bonds
Bonds may not be as glamorous as stocks or commodities, but
they are a significant component of most investment portfolios.
Bonds are traded in huge volumes every day, but their full
usefulness is often underappreciated and underestimated.
Why Invest In Bonds?
Bonds can help diversify your investment portfolio. Interest
payments from bonds can act as a hedge against the relative
volatility of stocks, real estate, or precious metals. Those interest
payments also can provide you with a steady stream of income.
How Bonds Work?
When you buy a bond, you are essentially loaning money to a
bond issuer in need of cash to finance a venture or fund a
program, such as a corporation or government agency. In return
for your investment, you receive interest payments at regular
intervals, usually based on a fixed annual rate (coupon rate). You
are also paid the bond’s full face amount as its stated maturity
date.
You can purchase bonds in denominations as low as $100
(though individual brokers may have a higher minimum
purchase). Some are backed by tangible assets, such as
mortgage contracts, buildings, or equipment. In many other
cases, you simply rely on the issuer’s ability to pay. You can buy
or sell bonds in the open market in the same manner as stocks
and other securities. Therefore, bonds fluctuate in price, selling at
a premium (above) or discount (below) to the face value (par
value). Generally, the longer a bond’s duration to maturity, the
more volatile its price swings. These factors expose bonds to
certain inherent risks.
Bond Risk Factors
Although many bonds are conservative, lower-risk investments,
many others are not, and all carry some risk. Because bonds are
traded in the securities markets, there is always the chance that
your bonds can lose favor and drop in price due to market risk; as
a result, a bond redeemed prior to maturity may be worth more
or less than its original cost. Much of this volatility in prices is tied
to interest-rate fluctuations. For example, if you pay $1,000 for a 5
percent bond, that same $1,000 might buy you a 6 percent bond
the following month, if interest rates rise. Consequently, your old 5
percent bond may be worth less to current investors.
Since bonds typically pay a fixed rate of interest, they are open
to inflation risk. As consumer prices generally rise, the purchasing
power of all fixed investments is reduced. Also, there is a chance
that the issuer will be unable to make its interest payments or to

The Better Business Bank

Left to right: Frank J. Burke, Danielle L. Bartkus, Robert H. Bishop,
Robert Gerstenberger, Sara Kalinski and Debora J. Rall
repay its bonds’ face value at maturity. This is known as credit or
financial risk. To help minimize this risk, compare the relative
strength of companies or bonds through a ratings service such as
Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s, A. M. Best, or Fitch. Finally, bonds
also involve reinvestment risk: the risk that when a bond matures,
you may not be able to get the same return when you reinvest
that money.
Examples of Some Types of Bonds
• Corporate Bonds
• U.S Government Securities
• Municipal Bonds
Monitoring Your Bond Portfolio
Of course, you will want to keep an eye on your bond portfolio,
as you should with all of your investments. Although other factors
may affect them, bond prices are often closely tied to interest
rates. When rates go up, the market price of your bonds tent to
go down; when interest rates fall, your bonds generally will rise in
value.
Interest rates also tend to affect a bond’s current yield, which
measures the coupon rate of your bond in relation to its current
price. The current yield rises with a corresponding drop in the
price of a bond, and vice versa. In addition, inflation, corporate
finances, and government fiscal policy can affect bond prices.
Please contact Community Bank Wealth Management at 1-800464-1834 to find out more information to see if a bond portfolio
works with your investment goals and objectives!
The Bishop Wealth Management Group of Janney Montgomery Scott provides investment services to the clients of Community Bank
through Community Bank Wealth Management Services. Community Bank Wealth Management offers wealth management
services through The Bishop Wealth Management Group, Janney Montgomery Scott LLC member NYSE, FINRA, SIPC. Investments
provided through Janney Montgomery Scott 1) are not insured by the FDIC, 2) are not deposits or guaranteed by your bank, 3) are
subject to risks including the loss of principal. Traditional wealth management services and complete financial planning services are
provided. The financial planning is done in conjunction with an individual’s current legal and tax professionals. Janney
Montgomery Scott LLC nor its Financial Advisors provide tax, legal, or accounting advice. Please consult with the appropriate
professional for advice concerning your particular circumstances. Janney Montgomery Scott LLC. Member NYSE FINRA SIPC.
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